COVID-19 PROTOCOLS
Below are the guidelines we are following for a safe and healthy event. Regulations
& Restrictions may change from city to city, state to state, venue to venue
and may include all or some of the measures below.

SAFETY is our first priority. The entire event is designed for optimimal safety
BLOCKED SCHEDULING is offered in the Order you Prefer to Perform in. After you enter
your routines on line, email in your Line up Order and any costume breaks you need. Due to
the blocked schedule and you personal awards, the schedule will fill up fast.
MOST STUDIOS will compete one at a time in their own scheduled time block and then leave
immediately following their Awards.
STUDIOS with only a few dancers may be scheduled during the same time block as another
studio with only a few dancers.
SCHEDULING is set to minimize the amount of people in the venue and dressing spaces at
once.
NO SPECTATORS or Limited Spectators will be allowed depending on gathering restrictions
per venue and state. Some states allow 25, others allow 50 and some 100. At this Time, Dec.
2020, for the 2021 season, you are best to plan on1 dancer, 1 Chaperone , Studio Owner &
Teacher.
MANDATORY MASKS Everyone in the building will be required to wear a mask. Masks may
or may not be required for dancers while they are performing, depending on venue/state
regulations. Immediately after their performance, they go back into mask.
PERFORMANCE ROOM & DRESSING ROOMS will be refreshed and disinfected
between each session
HAND SANITATION stations throughout the venue. Teachers / Parent chaperone are asked
to also bring their own. Overall High Scores . are presented at the end of the event , live.
TEMPERATURE CHECKS at the door may be required
SOCIALLY DISTANCED SEATING for spectators, if spectators are allowed.
WAIVER RELEASE is mandatory to attend.
LIVE STREAMING is offered to the best of our ability. If live streaming is not possible for
any reason, the Final and Overall Awards will still be filmed and will be recorded and available
to Studio Owners following the Step Up 2 Dance competition.
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